
ISM image tagger "Astro-Physics"

student designs a service that lets groups collaboratively tag
phenomena evident in images of the ISM, using tag list developed
for Journal Articles (AG to add link to tag list here) flickr, javascript

ISM infographic General

Make an interactive infographic showing e.g. the evolution of the
ISM in a single galaxy over time (similar in spirit to the Ay201b first
assignment or Avi's reionization graphic).  For example include a
time range where the galaxy has fallen into a cluster core and
been ram pressure stripped - the user can click here for more
information about r.p.s. js

Turn your ISM illustration into a very interactive,
quantitative, infographic General

make an illustration "clickable" with explanations, preferably
narrations, and hyperlinks to deeper explanations js or python

Visualization of Cas A data Supernovae

A student could take data from the DeLaney+10 paper or recent
work by Dan Milisavljevic and write a javascript applet to visualize
this in 3D in a browser, e.g. http://www.cosmocrunch.co.
uk/media/dla_credited.movhttp://www.grvisualisation.50webs.
com/javascript_surface_plot.html  It would need hooks to make it
interactive, e.g. turning certain elements on/off or synthesizing
spectra within an aperture. js or python

Visualization of Lyman alpha Forest Cosmology

Applet that simulates the spectrum of a distant source with
intervening Lyman alpha absorption.  The user can add absorbing
clouds with different column densities along the line of sight in
redshift, distance, or time space and compare to real spectra, e.g.
an interactive version of http://www.cosmocrunch.co.
uk/media/dla_credited.mov js or python

Spectrum Predictor Spectroscopy

Applet that visualizes atomic energy levels that produce commonly
observed spectroscopic features.  A line list e.g. NIST could be
used as input and users could control e.g. abundance, density, or
equilibrium temperature to see which transitions are favored. js or python

Shock simulations Shocks

A simple hydrodynamic simulation of shock formation (possibly
with magnetic fields), like the traffic jam simulators Alyssa will
show us. js or python

Photoionization Equilibrium of hydrogen in HII regions

Kinetic
Equilibrium/Radiative
Processes

Applet with adjustable parameters for electron temperature and
density and T_eff of ionizing source. Predicts ionization structure
and, e.g., H-alpha emission. Wolfram

Heating /Cooling balance in the ISM

Kinetic
Equilibrium/Radiative
Processes

Applet that predicts equilibrium temperature in a region of the ISM
(e.g. a GMC) by balancing heating/cooling terms. Adjustable
parameters might include incident cosmic ray flux; abundance;
dust-to-gas ratio, etc Wolfram

Effects of Magnetic Fields on Shock Propagation Shock Physics
Applet that shows the effects changing magnetic field strength and
direction on pre-post shock n, T (see work of Draine & Dalgarno) Wolfram

The Zeeman Effect spectral simulation

interactive module creates synthetic line profiles for a variety of
assumptions (which line, what B-field strength, what line shape?)
includes synthetic noise

Wolfram
Demonstrations,
Python, d3

Collapse of an Isothermal Sphere, and a Bonnor-Ebert
Sphere visualization of theory

module to show a comparison of isothermal sphere's collapse v.
Bonnor-Ebert sphere collapse, with adjustable parameters

Wolfram
Demonstrations,
Python, d3

Special Topics Category Description



Triggered star formation Star Formation

Tour showing the effects of radiation pressure and outflows from
young massive stars on the gas clouds near them. Text shows
energy input, quantitative predictions from shock equations. WWT

The multiphase Milky Way General

WWT tour of various phases of ISM; could include fading from one
image to another, from radio to gamma ray, with text explaining
what each frequency traces. WWT

HII regions at many scales (a Tour) HII regions

A WWT Tour explaining what causes HII regions to have such a
wide variety of sizes, showing the variety as the Tour progresses
(on-screen text gives quantitative info) WWT

Multi-wavelength manifestations of supernova
remnants SNRs

WWT tour of SNRs in the Milky Way (& beyond), showing and
*explaining* the range of shapes & sizes apparent at different
wavelengths, focusing on stages of evolution of SNRs WWT

Manifestations of Instablities in ISM Images instabilities

A WWT Tour showing hydrodynamic, magnetohydrodynamic,
gravitational, and thermal instabilities and combinations thereof
throughout the ISM.  Emphasis would be on time and spatial
scales, and how these effects can occur over a wide range of
scales. WWT

Influcence of Jets & Outflows on ISM/IGM jets & outflows

A WWT Tour documenting influence of jets/outflows from stars &
galaxies on their surroundings. Include quantiataitve estimates of
which kinds of emission should be seen & why. WWT

Visualization of literature data for a star-forming region Star Formation, etc

Place sources (YSOs, dense cores, etc) from multiple surveys in
context of multiwavelength survey data (e.g. Glimpse, dust map,
H-alpha, WISE, etc) WWT

Historical perspective on the ISM History

use resources like adslabs and http://arxiv.culturomics.org to study
the evolution of an idea in ISM research, and explain the
physics/math developments that accompanied this evolution

online literature
metrics

Model effects of clumpiness on HII region
emission/size HII regions

Use clump model of Wolfire et al. http://articles.adsabs.harvard.
edu/cgi-bin/nph-iarticle_query?1993ApJ...402..195W&amp;
data_type=PDF_HIGH&amp;whole_paper=YES&amp;
type=PRINTER&amp;filetype=.pdf as an analogy.  Create
video/interactive showing expansion & equilibrium size of HII
region, with "filling factor" as adjustable input. python or Wolfram
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